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Details of Visit:

Author: PMG
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 24 Feb 2016 19:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Posh Totty English Rebecca
Website: http://www.englishrebecca121.com
Phone: 07824880688

The Premises:

Incall a fairly upmarket area of Bristol. The flat was tidy and spacious. She has a couple of cats, one
of which is very friendly indeed and the other just seems to sleep all the time. I like cats so not a
problem for me. 

The Lady:

Facially attractive in a pretty cheerleader rather than supermodel way (arguably a positive, certainly
is for me). She is very fit indeed - flat tummy, lovely natural breasts. She told me she spends alot of
time in the gym and it shows. I know its a cliche but she really does look better in real life than her
pics - I am not sure why maybe because she has a very nice smile. I really really liked the simple
unadorned healthy girl next door look. 

The Story:

I had made the booking several weeks in advance. Initial communications were via the AW pm
system. She texted me the post code the day before. On the day I hit the gym for a bit and had a
long shower so I arrived clean and did not need to shower at her place (which was offered). I had
planned this so we could both start off fully clothed.
I arrived at the post code a few minutes early, texted and after a couple of minutes got the flat
number and she buzzed me up.
I had made it clear that I wanted a fairly vanilla/GFE experience at a very relaxed pace as I can only
come once (even in longer bookings). So after introducing her cats she got me a drink and we sat
down in a reception area. We spent about 10 minutes chatting (she is a very open person and easy
to talk to) before moving to the bedroom where the kissing, cuddling and defrocking happened.
After playing with her breasts a bit I went down on her. After she had come she gave me some
great owo and then it was on with the protection and sex in missionary and doggy (which I think she
particularly likes). There was quite a lot of chat in between rounds (about all sorts of stuff) and
overall the meeting had a very natural languid feel. No part of it felt at all rushed and she is
definitely not a clock watcher.
She asked me to text her when I got back to base which I thought was a nice touch.
I will definitely rebook as she does bring her personality into the booking so it feels like a meeting of
minds as well as bodies. I think she is a bit sub so next time will make a longer booking so we can
play some games.
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